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No one WANTS to be homeless, and no one
CHOOSES to be homeless. It happens when
everything you do to prevent it fails to work. Making
anything illegal that cannot be prevented makes no
sense. Instead, make it illegal for circumstances to
force people to become homeless against their will.
Once homeless, people will need to use booze
or dope, just to stay sane, and many lose that fight,
too, becoming mentally ill and often killing
themselves. This ends the problems that society
forced upon them. SelfServatives (Conservatives)
cause funerals, but they don't mind, because they
don't believe in God. •
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Was it Smith-Barney or Morgan Stanley that said,
"The object of Free Enterprise is to make money by
cheating people, and here we make money the oldfashioned way: We steal it." • You know that you
are having an impact when both Microsoft and
Google interfere with you at the same time. • Our
huge apartment and condo complexes downtown
are like giant cockroaches, devouring the city. If we
don't get an exterminator in here soon, we are
doomed to become as bad a stink-hole as awful New
York or Los Angeles. • Welcome to San Diego,
where your rent is twice as much as your salary! •
Downtown keeps getting more crowded, polluted,
stinky, and ugly, but will never be as bad as the BIG
SNOT RAG (formerly the Big Apple) even though it is
a putrid, dangerous, stinky mess. TIME TO BAN
FURTHER DOWNTOWN CONSTRUCTION!
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Latest News:
City Has No Comment on
Homeless Demands, Passes
Meaningless Wage Hike; County
Issuing Free MTS Bus Passes
HUD says you need $32 an hour, 40 hours, per
household, to live in San Diego. That is 4 to a
rental unit, at Minimum Wage each. The new
$11.50 wage permits three to a rental unit, but
largely the increase will go to those who come
up from Tijuana to work every day, which does
include many homeless. Useful, except that
the California State Minimum Wage is going to
$12 an hour, and so, useless except to make
folks think nice thoughts about the Mayor and
Council. The Minimum Wage also deals with
children working part-time and living at home,
and those working part-time secondary jobs.
Australia, Iceland, and Switzerland have an
$18 Minimum Wage, and that has resulted in
Full Employment and a robust economy in
those nations, as folks have more to spend. •
Free County Bus Passes for anyone who gets
Food Stamps. Tell your worker that you want
to look for a job, and need a bus pass.

palestine.com/2014/06/israeli-soldiers-speakabuse-palestinians/

Nazi-Zion Terrorists
Attack Palestine, Continue
Ethnic Cleansing (Genocide)
Welcome to Gaza, where we are happy to
help you with your problem of living
here...or living at all. It is SO unfortunate
that Hitler's Third Reich is still alive,
operated by Israelis. Gaza responded with
rockets against Israel, which caused no
damage, as usual.

News Censored Out:
Milwaukee Police brutally beat and kill a
homeless man, then cover it up in the news
media. The real story from Revolution-News.Com
(You MUST have the hyphen in the address or it
will not go.)
http://revolution-news.com/newaccount-witness-shooting-homeless-manmilwaukee-police/
British bishops warn that there are thousands of
new and recent allegations of Catholic Priest
pedophilia more recent than past lawsuits.
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/churc
h-child-abuse-scandal-archbishop-of-canterburyjustin-welby-warns-of-morerevelations9603554.html
Israeli soldier confesses as to mistreatment of
Palestinians.
http://www.intifada-

How does this involve the homeless? Many of the
same banks and wealthy individuals backing the
Genocide also tear down housing in San Diego,
making us homeless, a different tactic in Ethnic
Cleansing than destroying homes by war. We are
getting Ethnically Cleansed (Genocided) as we die
of pneumonia on the sidewalks. Homeless is
homeless, regardless of cause or blame.

Censored Out of the San
Diego Homeless News! I visited
the Mayor's Office to give him a copy of the Street
Edition of the San Diego Homeless News and
noticed that he had cute young escorts. I
remember when I occasionally hung out with
Organized Crime Bosses, and they had the sexy
18-year-old females who flirted with everyone. I
mentioned to someone in the news media that the
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Mayoral sex scandal, so the last I knew they are no
longer part of the staff there. This is better for the
image of the City, anyway.

Iraqi Freedom is Just Months
Away! As soon as all US troops leave,
whatever they left behind, such as governments
and people, will be rounded up and killed. Those
who helped the American Military Occupation will
be executed, those who voted for an American as
President will be punished, and the nation will elect
a new Dictator to replace their beloved Saddam
Hussein. The Bathe will again reign, much like the
Bar reigns in the United States. Bathe and Bar
sounds a lot like soap, but nothing is clean about
either government.

Solar Hydrogen Trends has a
device that makes free chemical energy
available by converting oxygen atoms in
water into hydrogen fuel atoms via De-Fusion.
The De-Fusion Reaction (DFR) is Molecular
Disassembly, the opposite of Nuclear Fusion. This
process uses radio-frequency energy to dismantle
the nucleus of atoms (atom smash), causing other
elements to form. What it does is to convert water
into hydrogen, not by electrolysis, but by nuclear
de-fusion that makes one oxygen atom into 16
hydrogen atoms. This requires extremely high
voltages, and RF (radio frequency) energy applied
on the resonant frequency of the oxygen atom. I
am an RF Engineer, and had always suspected this
could be done. This applies electronic energy to
convert nuclear energy into chemical energy. It is
10,000% efficient, meaning you get more chemical
energy out of the nuclear reaction than you put in
via RF (radio frequency) electricity. It is actually
very simple and not dangerous. ••• Once the
hydrogen is created, it can be stored in pressure
tanks and used the same as propane. Hydrogen
will power your gas home heating system, your
swimming pool heater, your gas hot water heater, a
generator, a gas RV refrigerator, or even an RV or
semi truck engine that was already converted to
propane. Conversion from propane to natural gas
involves the same things as converting propane to
hydrogen, just different orifices, pressures, and
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tech, a semi truck can go coast-to-coast on 50
gallons of ordinary water, and no electrical current
or other energy added except that coming off the
alternator, fed into a microwave radio transmitter to
convert the water into fuel. This will put the pigs
at the gas pumps out of business. (I already
hear oinks of complaining.)

Solar Hydrogen Trends Inc., 525
Middlefield Road, Suite 250, Menlo
Park, CA 94025.
info@solarhydrogentrends.com; 818429-4717
Chrystal Coleman, of Occupy San
Diego, Running For City Council in
Vista! www.facebook.com/chrystal.coleman.7
CitiBank Gets Fine For Fraud
Reduced From $12 Billion to $7
Billion, NO Arrests, NO Jail Terms
Mike Garcia, on Facebook: New York A.G.
Schneiderman announced fraud charges
against Barclays in connection with the
marketing and operation of its "Dark Pool". I
wrote: "So we've seen this play out so many
times that I can tell you exactly what will
happen. In the next six months or so, Barclays
will settle this suit and their stock price will go
up 3% or more because Wall Street will think
(and rightly so) that Barclays got off easy. No
one will go to jail and that will be that."
https://www.facebook.com/M.G.onFB/posts/94575
0435441973
Today Citigroup announced its settlement with
the U.S. Justice Department. The settlement is
more than twice what many analysts expected
but less than the $12 billion the government
sought in negotiations with Citi, the third largest
U.S. bank. NO CRIMINAL CHARGES WILL BE
BROUGHT. Today Citi shares rose 3.2%. This
has become so predictable you can take it to
the bank (pun intended)! NO JUSTICE NO
PEACE PitchforksAndTorches Citi to pay $7
billion to settle U.S. mortgage securities probe.

REUTERS.COM

BIG Press on Bank of America
Treatment of U.S. Whistleblower But, You'll Have to Read German!
Germany's respected Handelsblatt, that
country's parallel to the Wall Street Journal,
recently devoted an entire section and a
featured interview to the deliberate and
ongoing crushing of American Michael
Winston's finances and spirit by one of our
country's largest banks.
"A Life Like in the Detective Novel" was the
headline, and the article traced Winston's
frustrating path from the time in 2005 when he
discovered full-scale fraud at Countrywide,
their attempts to get him to make false
statements to Moody's rating agency, their
board members lying under oath, forged
documents, and the triumph in 2011in
receiving an award of $3.8 million in
compensation in a jury trial. In the U.S., that
caused him to became a 2011 media -- if not
banking industry -- hero.
A New York Times headline screamed: "How a
Whistleblower Conquered Countrywide." The
Consumer Rights Publication, The Corporate
Observer, applauded journalist Gretchen
Morgan for the story and for "continuing to
'shine a light on practices in American business
that -- while not pretty -- must be exposed.'" It
declared:
"The story has a happy ending. In a jury trial
against Countrywide and Bank of America,
Michael Winston prevails and the jury awards
him $3.8 million. For Mr. Winston, surely a man
of principle, it likely not just about the money."
Three Years Later -- Not Quite a Happy
Ending. Winston never received one penny
(pfennig, to my German readers) of the
damages. The new owner of Countrywide, the
Bank of America, began to use its money,
might and influence to overturn the jury's
verdict and judgment and to do to Michael
Winston what every malfeasant business
wants to do with those who break ranks and

reveal dark secrets -- break them financially
and have that experience serve as a clear
message to other employees of the dangers
inherent in truth-telling.
http://huff.to/1r6mxbs Editor's Note: Perhaps some
ex-military sniper will secretly get involved and kill
the judge in this matter. We can only hope.
Concerning the murder of Shane Hayes by
San Diego County Deputy Sheriffs
JUSTICEFORSHANE
HAYESVSSDCOUNTYSHERIFF
Article
http://uaptsd.org/2014/03/02/justice-for-shaneanthony-hayes/

Meetings:
♦♦♦

The

Girls

Think

Tank,

www.GirlsThinkTank.Org, met July 3 at 330 A
St., with 13 present, average for a Holiday
Weekend. Only one Director, Emily, the
Chairman, was present, and there were 6 new
people, including an attorney, a social services
intern and student, and two community
leaders. There were also 4 intelligent
homeless, and one official from San Diego
County present. • Bike San Diego wants to
help solve the homeless transportation
problem by providing free bicycle repairs.
They have worked with Alpha Project in the
past. • Ideas were sought regarding the Free
Backpack Distribution. • Toilets were updated
and are still mired in thousands of red tape
items. I presented the info that the Homeless
are in the process of SUING the City for toilets,
promised over 5 years ago (2009). • It was
mentioned that on KPBS and Voice of San
Diego forums the Homeless are being crudely
and ruthlessly bashed, and not defended. •
Ideas are being sought for where the Legal
Clinic should be held. The New Downtown
Library is a possibility. I mentioned that lessintelligent homeless hang out at recycling
centers, and intelligent homeless hang out in
libraries. • Free volunteers for Nonprofits and
Page Four Help Orgs are available from San

Diego County right now, those who need to
complete their Work Assignment for General
Relief. Contact Gilbert Jimenez. I am NOT
permitted to provide any link or telephone
number. Those on Welfare are given these
work assignments to ready them for work, and
give them job skills. They are also supposed
to be considered if a job opens up. This is the
Poor Man's Internship, and no, you do not have
to do a Monica Lewinski like most rich family
interns. • I was not permitted to ask about 5
or 6 questions, such as why there are suddenly
so many homeless possessions on the
sidewalks. • UCSD now has a new bike
program for the homeless.

♦♦♦

The Citizens Oversight Projects

(COPS) met Thursday, July 17, with Ray
Lutz, Mike Aguirre, and 30 others present,
regarding the San Onofre Power Plant Ripoff.
There is currently a struggle with the CPUC
(California
Public
Utilities
Commission)
regarding this, and that is ongoing. The power
companies bought a new replacement
generator from Misubishi, without obtaining any
license, nor any safety inspection, and that
failed, causing billions of dollars in damage to
the San Onofre (near Oceanside) Plant, and its
becoming highly radioactive and permanently
never repairable. The generator was not what
was called for in the contract, and was
experimental, never tested, and not as
specified. The new generator itself was not
necessary, as the old one had at least ten
years more life on it available. Now, the utility
companies want the rate payers to pay for their
$3.3 Billion in costs, plus cleanup. There were
investigations of the reason for failure, one of
them by the Chief Investigator of the Three
Mile Island disaster, but all were fired for giving
the truth. Their work was hushed up. There is
still NO official cause for the failure. San Diego
Gas and Electric rate payers are still being
charged billions of dollars for San Onofre, even
though it provides no electricity. Senator
Barbara Boxer wants a Criminal Investigation,
even though there was no criminal
investigation of her and her husband's
involvement in Sept. 11. Contact your elected
officials and public.advisor@cpuc.ca.gov.

♦♦♦
The Metropolitan Association of Providers
of Social Services met July 23 with 24
present, which is average. The main
scheduled topic is an upcoming presentation
for professional case managers as to how to
deal with troublesome clients, volunteers, and
employees. • There is a new point-system
used to determine who gets housing voucher
help, called VI-SPDAT, Vulnerability Index Service Prioritorization Decision Assistance
Tool. It scores points for various vulnerabilities
such as being over 60 years old. • You can
get a free bus pass from San Diego County
if you tell your "Food Stamp" Worker (also
called SNAP, CalFresh, EBT) that you want
to apply for jobs. This is a NEW program.
Say that you want to get a Work Project.
You can also get gas vouchers, clothing
vouchers, bus pass, resumes, etc., if you
register with ANY employment service. •
Welfare, called General Relief, got its amounts
increased. Also, anyone who gets Food
Stamps or equivalent can automatically get
Medi-Cal. Anyone with Medi-Cal can get a free
cellular telephone, including airtime. • It was
mentioned that some violations such as
urinating in public, illegal lodging, failure to
move, etc., are being handled by Attorneys
Cory Briggs and Robert Scott Dreher, NOT the
Homeless Court. • There is a new project to
develop a MAP for the homeless that has the
most important services on it. • There is a
new project to present what services are
available in Tijuana, for those who cannot find
same in San Diego. • The presentation was
on Veterans Village San Diego. VVSD has a
shelter for Veterans, in Old Town, that supplies
food, housing, clothing, substance abuse
counseling, job training and search, and legal
services for ANY veteran other than those
Dishonorably Discharged. They also operate
an Employment Service for all veterans
whether they live in the VVSD village or not.
www.VVSD.net, or 619-497-0142. Enrollment
is Thursdays at 11 AM, 4141 Pacific Highway,
which is just south of the Old Town Trolley
Station. • Page Five

Downtown San Diego!
Help the Gambino, Gotti, and Genovese
Crime Families Extort More Rent Money
From San Diegans

Overcrowding Like a Big Cockroach
Colony • Obnoxious Noise 24 Hours
Car and Truck Exhaust • Dog and
Human Poop Splattered All Over
Everything • Stink! The Stink is Free
and Everywhere! • Expensive, Even
At One-Third The Price • Parking
Problems and Costs, Increasing Daily
Ugly Concrete, Steel, Signs, Dirt,
Filth, Dried Piss • Ugly Perpetual
Construction Fills The Sky • Crime
and Fights, Everyone Carries Loaded
Pistols • Dangerous! • Drunks
Everywhere
•
Housing Values
Declining, Nobody Can Sell Out • No
Toilets (Toilet-Free!)
Just Shit
Anywhere
Help us get rid of 3
million condos that nobody will
touch! Do your part and be a
sucker! This is your Dream Housing
in the Land of Oz, so be sure to talk
to the Wizard! Toto, we're not in
Kansas anymore. We're in Hell.

A Message From Your Holy
Government: Stay hidden, because if
we cannot find you, then you are not homeless.
Low homeless counts help us to ignore the
problem, receive less funding, spend less money,
and have an assortment of churches and nonprofit
organizations, owned by our relatives, get rich on
whatever money we do spend. We cannot be
arrogant, fat, rich, self-loving pompous bastards
unless we have second-class weasels as povertycases like you to walk on. Stay poor, beg for mercy
and the scraps from our table, and we will chain
you up economically, giving you a minimum-wage

slave-job. Otherwise, you starve and die, which is
okay with us, because, after all, you are not a
human life unless you have a lot of money.
Everybody knows that except you bums. (Editor's
Comment: For once, words of truth from our
Government. How rare!)

Suggested Nonprofit
Expense:
Hotel vouchers for homeless political speakers
the night before press or government meetings
/ interviews.
Transportation to and from political meetings
(event, hotel, airport) for homeless speakers.
Clothing provision, lending, rental, etc., as
appropriate for those represesnting the
homeless.
Limited photocopies provided of important
materials.
Computer use fees, when library computers
cannot be used.
Food and/or meals when attending meetings
and on any journeys related to same, for
homeless representatives.

Presented by Eurapean Oryuzan Uranus,
specialists in Portable Toilets.
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